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A long time ago, our ancestors have fought numerous battles. They have been sacrificing their lives just to protect our country and the freedom everyone should be experiencing. Later in our own lives, we brought that spirit of fighting. It may not be the battle they have won but these battles revolve in our lives. Battle of coping up with fast phasing world, a chasing consequence that an individual need to face each time he passes through someone else’s life. It is indeed, “No Man is an Island”. Literally speaking, a man can never be an island and stuck in the middle of nowhere.

A man’s heart is the source of everything he may create in this world, perception that may lead another human’s life. Every battle that he faces, someone will adore him for his bravery but never his skills in dealing with the battle. On how he handles the sword yet on how he remains calm and focus on what he is fighting for. A part of him is being ignited to a flaming desire to live – live in peace. Rarely do we see a man full of wisdom. Carved through all ages and cope with the drastic world it may give. Sooner then will be whipped away like leaves detached from its mother tree. The one who gave his value, his worth, his significance.

Along the way, we teachers, search for our own value. The things that will make us fulfilled. It may be in the things we do, whom we are with, or why we have been to places, to people. Recognizing not only our value but also the value of others. Consequently, if value was not really visualized. A hope in us resides with seeking our worth. Our capabilities that has been beneficial and substantial to others. Memories that bring us back to the things we used to enjoy, no worries, no cares just pure love – there
we find worth. Least to know as we walk the aisle of dawn is our significance. Questions that needs assurance: Have I been important? Is there somebody needs me? Or, it was just the seed fallen from different types of soil, different yet indifferent.
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